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Abstract

The StarMine® Structural Credit Risk Model (SCR) is the first release of StarMine’s ongoing
work in credit risk modeling. StarMine SCR evaluates the equity market’s view of credit risk via
StarMine’s proprietary extension of the structural default prediction framework introduced by
Robert Merton that models a company’s equity as a call option on its assets. Detailed analysis
shows that StarMine SCR accurately predicts 85% of default events within a 12-month horizon
in its bottom quintile of scored companies and is both a better predictor of defaults and a better
stock-ranking tool than the popular Altman Z-Score or a basic Merton model. StarMine SCR will
be a component in the final formulation of a broader credit risk model to be released at a
future date.
This document provides a detailed description of StarMine SCR as well as historical
performance analysis. StarMine SCR is available as a referential tool via Eikon®, Datastream®
Professional with Portfolio Analytics, Thomson ONE® Investment Management and as a daily
data feed. Historical testing files are also available for those who wish to backtest the model.
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1. Model overview
StarMine SCR is our proprietary extension of the “structural”
default prediction framework introduced by Robert Merton (1974).
The Merton distance-to-default model builds on the BlackScholes option pricing framework and models a company’s
equity as a call option on its assets. In this framework, the
probability of default (PD) equates to the probability that the
option expires worthless. The Merton model can be used to
infer the probability that a corporation will go bankrupt, or default
on its debts, within a given time horizon. StarMine SCR uses a
one-year forecast horizon.
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the Merton structural default prediction
framework. The probability of default is the probability that the value of the assets
will fall below the default point, where the set of possible asset values is normally
distributed. Asset prices would be expected to fall within the 2-sigma limits about
95% of the time.
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The Merton framework can be broken down into three primary
components:
1.	
A leverage component that compares the value of the
company’s assets to its liabilities. In general, the greater the
leverage, the higher the default point and the more likely a
default event will occur.
2.	
An asset drift component that represents the non-random
component of the change in asset value over time.
3. A
 volatility component that represents the volatility of the
market value of the company’s assets. The higher the asset
volatility, the more likely it is that the company will slip into
insolvency.
StarMine has improved these three inputs based on quantitative
analysis of historical data. Specifically, StarMine has improved
upon the basic structural model framework by:
• Leveraging StarMine’s equity alpha model expertise by
incorporating StarMine Value-Momentum (Val-Mo) in the drift
rate formulation
• Systematically optimizing the formulations for default point
and volatility, for example, by employing different treatments
of balance sheet liabilities for banks and insurance companies
• Accounting for systematic differences in default rates by
geographic region driven by cultural and legal differences
• Creating a closed-form solution for the model equations,
thereby eliminating erroneous outputs inherent in numerically
solving the simultaneous non-linear equations used in most
structural model frameworks
• Robustly handling outliers, missing values and special situations

The three improved components are non-linearly combined to
create a raw signal and also ranked to create 1 to 100 percentile
component scores, where a score of 1 represents the highest
risk on a given component and 100 represents lowest risk. Using
Refinitiv global historical default data from the GovCorp database
within DataScope, the raw signal is then mapped to a one-year
probability of default for over 35,000 public companies globally.
The probability of default is also mapped to a letter rating using
a simple look-up table and ranked to form a 1 to 100 percentile
score where a score of 1 is given to companies that are most
likely to default and a score of 100 is assigned to companies
least likely to default within the next year. Figure 2 below
illustrates the construction of StarMine SCR.
Leverage

Drift

It is defined as follows:
Z = (3.3 * EBIT / Total Assets) + (0.999 * Net Revenue / Total
Assets) + (0.6 * Market Cap / Total Liabilities) + (1.2 * Working
Capital / Total Assets) + (1.4 * Retained Earnings / Total Assets).
The “rule of thumb” used with the Altman Z-Score is that scores
above 3 indicate high stability and financial health, scores below
1.8 indicate distress and anything in between warrants further
investigation.

Basic Merton model

The basic Merton model calculates the distance to default (DD)
as follows:

Volatility

where A is the market value of the company’s assets, D is the
market value of the company’s debt, σA is the volatility of assets,
μ is the risk free rate and T is the forecast horizon.
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The basic Merton default forecasting framework uses the book
value of the firm’s total liabilities as the value of the company’s
debt (D) and calculates the distance to default by numerically
solving the following two non-linear equations for A and σA:

Ranking (1 to 100)
StarMine
SCR Score
Figure 2. Construction of StarMine SCR. The three main inputs are combined
non-linearly into a raw signal which is then mapped to a one-year probability of
default using historical default data. The probability of default is also ranked to form
a 1 to 100 score.

StarMine SCR provides a single output for each company rather
than separate predictions for specific debt issuances. The model
was trained to predict bankruptcies and debt service defaults
(failure to make a scheduled payment of interest or principal).
Thus the default probability should not be considered to include
the probability of a technical default.

2. Default prediction model benchmarks
We measure the performance of StarMine SCR in its accuracy
in predicting default and bankruptcy events, and compare its
accuracy to that of a basic Merton framework and the widelyused Altman Z-Score. Our goal is to develop a model that
correctly places most of the companies that default in the bottom
of its distribution.

Altman Z-Score

The Altman Z-Score (Altman, 1968) is still a popular measure
of default risk. Altman used discriminant analysis to predict
bankruptcy using a sample of 66 manufacturing firms, 33 of
which went bankrupt during the 1946 to 1965 period and 33 of
which survived. Altman tested 22 financial ratios representing
liquidity, profitability, leverage, solvency and activity, and selected
the five ratios that best predicted bankruptcy. The result is a
linear blend of five factors representing return on assets (ROA),
asset turnover, leverage, liquidity and cumulative profitability.
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where σE is the volatility of the company’s equity, E is the market
value of the company’s equity, N() is the cumulative standard
normal distribution function, and:

Since A and σA are not directly observable, solving this system
of two equations in two unknowns is a common way to calculate
the distance to default, but has the problem that numerical
solving can fail to converge to a solution in certain rare cases.
Once the distance to default is calculated, it can then be
mapped to an actual default probability. This is usually done
using observed data on what default probability has historically
corresponded to a given model distance-to-default.

3. Performance in default prediction
To evaluate the power of a credit risk model, we create
Cumulative Accuracy Profiles (CAP) and from those we calculate
the Accuracy Ratio (AR). The AR measures the extent to which a
model correctly assigns companies that default to the “riskiest”
part of the distribution. To create a CAP curve, we plot the
cumulative percent of failures identified as a function of model
percentile rank. The accuracy ratio is computed by comparing
the area between each CAP curve and the 45-degree line.
The calculation is discussed in more detail in the Appendix.
A perfect model will produce an accuracy ratio of 1, while a nonpredictive random model will generate an accuracy ratio of 0.
Figure 3 plots the CAP curves for StarMine SCR, the basic Merton

model and the Altman Z-Score and shows that with an accuracy
ratio of 0.79, StarMine SCR is more predictive of defaults over
this historical period than the other popular methodologies.

StarMine SCR outperforms both the basic Merton model and the
Altman Z-Score in default prediction. In addition to the accuracy
ratio metric, another way to measure the power of a default
prediction model is to evaluate the fraction of default events
captured within a specified danger zone. We use the bottom
quintile to represent the “danger zone”. On this basis, 85% of
default events are captured in the bottom 20% of StarMine SCR
ranks compared to 78% with the basic Merton model. The Altman
Z-Score is the least accurate of the methods tested; it captures
only 61% of default events in its bottom quintile. In addition,
about 12% of default events occur in companies that rank in the
top half of the Altman Z-Score distribution, whereas only 3.6%
of defaults occur in companies in the top half of the StarMine
SCR distribution.

We present the following analyses based on our full-sample
data set. To guard against data mining and spurious relationships,
we reserved a portion of the available historical data (1996,
2006 and 2009+) as “out-of-sample” during model development.
Figure 4 displays default prediction performance by region, year
and sector. As the reader can verify, we found that StarMine SCR
performed just as well during the out-of-sample years as during
the in-sample years.
Accuracy Ratio Comparison
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Figure 4 compares the percent of defaults captured in the
bottom 20% by each of the three models across regions,
years and sectors. It reveals that StarMine SCR outperformed
the Altman Z-Score and the basic Merton model in all
regions, all sectors and in all years included in our sample.
The outperformance of StarMine SCR in Japan, and in the
Financials sector, is particularly striking.
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Figure 3. Accuracy Ratio comparison of StarMine SCR vs. a basic Merton Structural
Model and Altman Z-Score over all stocks globally for years between January
1998 and December 2010. Note that because we use a one-year forecast horizon,
we cannot evaluate default prediction performance for 2011 until all the defaults
of 2012 have occurred. StarMine SCR performs significantly better than the other
more widely-used factors, capturing 85% of default events in the bottom quintile
of model scores.
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Figure 4. Fraction of default
events identified in the
riskiest quintile of StarMine
SCR default probabilities
versus the basic Merton
framework and Altman
Z-Score over all stocks
globally between January
1998 and December 2010.
StarMine SCR identifies
more default events in
the riskiest quintile in all
regions, all sectors and
nearly all years.
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4. Performance as a stock ranking factor

In comparing the performance of StarMine SCR versus the basic
Merton model and the Altman Z-Score, we find that StarMine SCR
outperforms both other methodologies in predicting forward onemonth returns. We also note that the performance advantage
of StarMine SCR exists despite the fact that the model was not
trained in any way to forecast equity returns. Figure 6 compares
the three models based on the Information Coefficient (IC). The
ICs are calculated on each month-end date as the Spearman
rank correlation between the model scores and subsequent
returns. StarMine SCR outperforms the basic Merton model and
the Altman Z-Score in all regions and all but two sectors for this
period. The year-by-year analysis illustrates that the market does
not always reward stability or distance to default, such as in years
like 2003 and 2009 when there was flight to risk and away from
quality. Figure 6 also shows that credit models were particularly
predictive of market returns leading up to and during the crisis
period in 2007 and 2008.

Although credit models are designed to predict risk rather than
return, we find that they are on average positively correlated with
future equity returns, particularly in periods of increased market
volatility and risk aversion. Figure 5 displays the mean and
median return, binned into 20 buckets with equal numbers of
securities, by predicted probability of default. It shows that while
the mean return initially decreases as the probability of default
increases, it then increases dramatically for the riskiest stocks.
However, the median return drops off almost monotonically
with default probability. This highlights that although many more
risky securities underperform than outperform, a small fraction
outperform spectacularly and drive up the mean. Extreme returns
are more likely when coming off a very low base, near zero.
One-month forward return vs. StarMine SCR default probability
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Figure 5. Comparison of mean and median return of securities binned into 20 equal
sized buckets by default probability over all non-micro-cap stocks globally during
months from January 1998 to December 2011. Although far more risky stocks
underperform, the mean return of the riskiest stocks is buoyed by the
outperformance of a small number of companies.
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Figure 6. Evaluation of
StarMine SCR, a basic
Merton framework and
the Altman Z-Score as
quantitative stock ranking
factors as measured by the
Information Coefficient (IC)
with one-month forward
returns over all non-microcap stocks globally months
from January 1998 to
December 2011. StarMine
SCR outperforms the other
models in all regions and
in most years and sectors.
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5. Combination with StarMine Val-Mo
StarMine SCR can be used to complement a fundamental or
quantitative investment strategy by filtering risky investments
from both long and short portfolios. StarMine Val-Mo (Bonne et
al., 2009a) blends our top performing valuation factors (StarMine
Intrinsic Valuation (IV) (Birman et al., 2009) and StarMine Relative
Valuation (RV) (Bonne et al., 2009b)) with our flagship Analyst
Revisions Model (ARM) (Bonne et al., 2007) and StarMine Price
Momentum Model (Price Mo) (Bonne et al., 2009c). Backtests
show StarMine Val-Mo produced decile spread returns of 40%
per year, based on global data from 1998 to mid-2009, and is our
strongest performing model. By eliminating the riskiest 20% of
securities evaluated by StarMine SCR from the Val-Mo universe,
we are able to improve the risk adjusted returns by 23%. Figure
7 compares the Sharpe ratios of a long-short strategy using the
top and bottom deciles of StarMine Val-Mo only (blue), compared
to the same strategy after removing the bottom 20% of securities
according to StarMine SCR from the universe (green); in other
words, removing the riskiest securities from both the top and
bottom deciles. We find that although most risky securities tend
to perform poorly, a small fraction generate extreme positive
returns and drive the volatility of the long and short side. Thus,
removing them from both portfolios improves overall riskadjusted performance.

The riskiest 20% is all stocks with an absolute default
probability greater than 0.23%. To verify that we haven’t
improved performance by simply reducing the size of the
portfolios, we also calculate performance for portfolios formed
using Val-Mo alone but limited to the same size as the StarMine
SCR-filtered portfolios: the long side is the top 8% of stocks by
StarMine Val-Mo, while the short side is the bottom 8% (20%
fewer stocks than top and bottom decile) (yellow).
Interestingly, the performance improvement with the StarMine
SCR filter is strongest in recovery years (2001, 2002 and 2009)
and less pronounced in crisis years (2000, 2007 and 2008),
suggesting that it pays to consider relative probability of default
even when default is less likely.

Combining StarMine Val-Mo with StarMine SCR
7
Val-Mo Only
Val-Mo Reduced to Filtered Portfolio Size

6

Annualized Sharpe Ratio

Val-Mo Filtered by StarMine SCR
5
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Figure 7. Removing the
20% of securities most
likely to default from
both the long and short
portfolios significantly
improves Sharpe ratios
even when we compare
portfolios of equal size.
Blue bars depict Sharpe
ratios for portfolios formed
by investing long the
top 10% of securities by
StarMine Val-Mo and short
the bottom 10%. Green bars
show the improvement
from eliminating the bottom
20% of securities by
StarMine SCR from both
the long and short Val-Mo
portfolios.
Yellow bars show the
effect of just reducing
the portfolios to the
same size without using
StarMine SCR. We
define Sharpe ratio as
sqrt(12)*(mean monthly
spread) / stdev(monthly
spreads), assuming a
0% risk-free rate. The
sample set represents
global non-micro-cap
stocks from January
1998 to December 2011.

Traditional credit ratings agencies employ processes that
are partially qualitative and have been the subject of much
controversy in recent years (Sullivan, 2008). Critics argue that the
ratings agencies are too slow to downgrade and subject to both
gross errors in judgment and conflicts of interest.
Nevertheless, many investors are accustomed to the letter rating
scales commonly employed by the rating agencies. By examining
the historical distribution of agency ratings on a common universe
of companies, we can easily map the StarMine SCR default
probabilities to letter ratings such that the distribution of StarMine
SCR ratings is consistent with the distribution of agency ratings.
This ensures that a difference in rating between StarMine SCR and
a rating agency is due to differences in assessment of credit risk,
rather than simply differences in distributions of ratings. In Table 1
we show the breakpoints used for this mapping.
Table 1. Mapping of StarMine SCR default probability to implied agency rating. The
mapping of default probability to letter rating is derived such that the distribution of
StarMine SCR ratings is consistent with the distribution of agency ratings.

IF default probability
% is greater than…

Using StarMine SCR implied ratings, we can compare the
behavior of StarMine SCR to rating agency ratings for well-known
default events in the recent past. Figure 8 shows the timeline of
Lehman Brothers leading up to its failure in 2008. While StarMine
SCR would have “downgraded” Lehman automatically and
precipitously ahead of its complete unwinding, the agency rating
never caught up to the rapidly approaching default. Also notable
is the fact that the StarMine SCR rating peaked and then started
to downgrade Lehman about a year before its stock peaked
and started its severe decline.
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6. Mapping StarMine SCR to letter ratings
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Figure 8. Timeline showing agency rating, StarMine SCR equivalent rating and
stock price for Lehman Brothers in the years leading to its demise. StarMine SCR
considers Lehman a riskier investment throughout the entire period and drops off
before the crisis occurs whereas the agency rating never caught up to the severity
of the problems.

7. Preview of StarMine research in credit risk
modeling
StarMine SCR is one component in a planned comprehensive
quantitative credit model offering. In addition to the enhanced
Structural model, StarMine is creating novel and complementary
approaches to credit modeling incorporating:
• Fundamental Analysis
• Text Mining
• Loss Given Default
• CDS Spreads
As research is finalized, other models will be released.
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8. Appendix: Definition of the accuracy ratio
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The AR is used to evaluate how accurately a model predicts an
event. To calculate the AR for default prediction, one first ranks
all the observations by model score, from riskiest to safest, and
creates a CAP curve. The CAP curve is generated by plotting
the cumulative fraction of failure events captured in the set of all
data points with model scores less than or equal to (i.e., at least
as risky as) the given model score. We then calculate the area
between the model’s CAP curve and the 45-degree line and
divide it by the area between the theoretically perfect model’s
CAP curve and the 45-degree line. Figure 9 below illustrates how
to calculate the AR. The figure shows the CAP curves for an ideal
model (gray), a typical model (blue) and a non-predictive random
model (red). Notice that for the ideal model, 100% of future
failures fall in the bottom of the distribution of model scores. On
the other extreme, the CAP curve of the non-predictive random
model is equal to the 45-degree line and failure events are
evenly distributed throughout its range of scores. For the typical
model, many failures are correctly placed in the bottom of the
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top half of the distribution.
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